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LOVE FROM THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR, by Matthew A. Cherry
The very hungry caterpillar displays its love for the reader as the cherry on a cake, the apple of an eye,
and the bee's knees.
E CARLE
HAIR LOVE, by Matthew A Cherry
A little girl's daddy steps in to help her arrange her curly, coiling, wild hair into styles that allow her to be
her natural, beautiful self.
E CHERRY
WE ARE WATER PROTECTORS¸ by Carole Lindstrom
Water is the first medicine. It affects and connects us all ... When a black snake threatens to destroy the
Earth and poison her people's water, one young water protector takes a stand to defend Earth's most
sacred resource. Inspired by the many indigenous-led movements across North America, this bold and
lyrical picture book issues an urgent rallying cry to safeguard the Earth's water from harm and corruption.
UNIVERSITY HOLDINGS
I AM ENOUGH, by Grace Byers.
I Am Enough is the audio edition of the New York Times bestseller everyone needs! This is a gorgeous,
lyrical ode to loving who you are, respecting others, and being kind to one another, from Empire actor and
activist Grace Byers. Perfect for mothers and daughters, baby showers, and graduation. We are all here
for a purpose. We are more than enough. We just need to believe it.
eAUDIOBOOK ON HOOPLA
HOW TO CATCH A LEPRECHAUN, by Adam Wallace
Perfect for Saint Patrick's Day or just general laughs, it will inspire children to get creative and build the
best "leprechaun traps" they can invent. A leprechaun taunts listeners, saying that the traps set out by
other children aren't clever enough to catch him or his pot of gold. Since the leprechaun can't be caught,
he wreaks havoc on the house, dyes the toilets green, and commits other mischievous pranks.
eAUDIOBOOK ON HOOPLA
THE TALE OF THE MANDARIN DUCK¸ by Bette Midler
How do you get people to appreciate what is right in front of them? In The Tale of the Mandarin Duck, it
takes a mysterious, beautiful duck and a clear-eyed kid to point out the obvious!
ON ORDER
AMBITIOUS GIRL, by Meena Harris
A Celebration of female ambition
NOT HOUSED
SULWE, by Lupita Nyong’o
When five-year-old Sulwe's classmates make fun of her dark skin, she tries lightening herself to no avail,
but a shooting star's tale of the sisters Night and Day helps her understand there is beauty and worth in
every shade.
E NYONGO
PETE THE CAT: THE GREAT LEPRECHAUN CASE, by James Dean
When Pete the Cat opens a leprechaun catching business on St. Patrick's Day, his efforts are complicated
by Clover, a leprechaun who's full of tricks.
E DEAN
GRUMPY MONKEY¸ by Suzanne Lang
Jim Panzee feels that. Porcupine is having a big party, and according to Jim's best friend Norman, there
will be--gulp--dancing. Jim can DEFINITELY not dance.
E LANG
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